Lecture with Trunk Show

Half Day Workshops

Trunk show presentations are 1 hour in length
plus Q&A. Two quilt holders and two quilt
folders will be needed as well as a table for the
quilts. An additional table for patterns,
templates and books, as well as book signing
will be required. The cost for trunk shows is
$350

(All half day workshops are 3 – 3 ½ hours and
cost $450 plus travel must be scheduled in
addition to a lecture/trunk show)

Diane D. Knott
I made my first quilt in 1997 while expecting
my first child. In 2012, and many quilts
later, I created the online pattern company
and website called Butterfly Threads
Quilting. I have published over a dozen
patterns, created three templates, been
featured in Quilt Magazine, Primitive Quilts
and Patchwork, Fons and Porter Easy Quilts,
and the American Patchwork and Quilting
Calendar. I am also a regular contributing
writer to the Craftsy Quilting Blog. My first
book Scrap Quilt Secrets was published by
C&T in 2016 and my next book by C&T, Strip
Quilt Secrets will be published in late 2018.
While I love designing, sewing and writing,
my favorite thing about quilting is teaching
and sharing my love of quilting with the
amazing quilters I get to meet! I look
forward to meeting you and your group one
day soon.
www.butterflythreadsquilting.com
butterflythreadsquilting@gmail.com

Strip Quilt Secrets:
Discover the possibilities in your own stash by
cutting your scraps and yardage into strips.
Change the way you cut your strips plus five
piecing techniques! Featuring the 15 quilts from
my latest book plus some favorites you’ve seen
in magazines as well as a few ‘trunk show
exclusives’ not yet published. Get inspired to
sew your stash!
Scrap Quilt Secrets:
Learn specific strategies for making quilts you
love from the fabric you already have! I will
share the secrets and steps I use for making
scrap quilts that really sparkle. Learn how to
avoid the “jumbled mess” look and create quilts
you can live with and love. Featuring all 16
quilts from my book SCRAP QUILT SECRETS by
C&T (plus many more!)
If Quilts Could Talk:
From my very first quilt to my latest and many
of the quilts in between, I share a look at the
quilts I’ve made over 20+ years and the stories
behind them. From lessons learned to sharing
my process on personalizing patchwork and
some crazy adventures along the way, find out
all about my life in quilts!

Your Choice:
Choose any one of my patterns and I will
demonstrate the step by step process for
making it successfully. Hints and tips, as well as
alternate options will be available. Suitable for
beginners through advanced quilters. Purchase
of pattern will be required. Supply list will be
determined by the patterns chosen.
Table Runner to Go:
Make a table runner version of any of my
patterns and we will have the top finished
before you leave! I have several samples, but
will be happy to teach any pattern of mine that
you choose! Handouts with instructions
included. Supply list will be determined by the
patterns chosen.

Full Day Workshops
(All full day workshops are 6 hours and cost
$600 plus travel)

*NEW CLASS* Ruler Play
Learn the basics of free motion quilting
using rulers to design custom quilting for
your quilts! No marking, no mess, no stress!
We will learn how to divide the quilt into
smaller sections, use rulers to fill the spaces
with curves, lines, grid, or circles. Learn all
the tips and tricks for avoiding common
problems and getting great results. We will
practice how to hold and move the ruler
rather than the quilt, minimize stops and
starts as well as getting multiple uses out of
a single ruler.
Under the Mistletoe
*Most Popular
Workshop!*
Learn the techniques for
paper piecing and sewing
curves for excellent
results every time! Suitable for confident
beginners through advanced quilters. Table
Runner version is included in this workshop.
Covers basic flip and sew paper piecing as
well as template sewing. Handouts
included, pattern purchase required.

Anything Goes
Each quilter can choose their own pattern
from my pattern collection (limit 3-4). I will
demonstrate and explain each pattern to
the group, so everyone gets to make one
but learn them all! Samples for each will be
available. Suitable for beginners through
advanced quilters. Purchase of pattern will
be required. Supply list will be determined
by the patterns chosen.

Save the Selvages
Learn the technique for selvage piecing for
excellent results every time! Suitable for
confident beginners through advanced
quilters. Covers basic piecing as well as
sewing with selvages. Patterns found in
SCRAP QUILT SECRETS, STRIP QUILT
SECRETS or choose COMPOST PILES pattern
featured in the AP&Q Calendar, available as
a single pattern.
The following classes are from individual
patterns and require a pattern purchase.
Kelly Michelle
Lucky Stars
Mardi Gras Memories
Plaid Paws
Spring Cleaning

The following are from SCRAP QUILT
SECRETS and require book purchase:
Crazy Daisy
Four Patch Plaid
Fusion
Homespun Hearts
Oh My Stars
Paper Chain
Peppermint Pie
Peppermint Pie Runner
Razzmatazz
Shawnee Shadows
Tipsy Tac Toe
Vintage Village
Windblown Wishes
*AVAILABLE 2019*
All patterns from STRIP QUILT SECRETS and
require book purchase.

For complete information on supply lists, booking,
available dates and more, visit
www.butterflythreadsquilting.com
Or email questions to
butterflythreadsquilting@gmail.com
*prices are subject to change, discounts available when
booking multiply groups and/or workshops.

